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Dear readers

REPORT

In the lubricant industry as elsewhere, there is more demand than ever for

A love that never rusts:

innovative products that meet the most stringent requirements. Ever more

the passion for classic cars

sophisticated feats of engineering require specially designed lubricants of
the highest quality. At the same time, expectations of economic and ecological performance such as extended oil change intervals, fuel efficiency
and biodegradability present further challenges. Meeting the full breadth of
this diverse range of demands takes every source of innovation and ideas we
have. One of these sources is our customers. Working with them we have

12

Thomas Frisch, FISCHER PRECISE Group
14

INSIDE

developed and expanded such product lines as our range of lubricants for

The MOTOREX event team in Champéry

classic cars.

EXPORT

During this project our Technical Customer Service meticulously combed

Twin Air® ﬁlters: more air = more power

through the many old owner’s manuals our customers gave us, determining
the lubricant qualities needed for these machines, some of them custombuilt. Using current top-quality raw materials, MOTOREX chemists developed the right recipes. The products have always been made in Langenthal,
the same place where our lubricants are filled into the right containers for
the market. It’s simply amazing – MOTOREX offers everything under one
roof! Product development, production and application engineering: a com-

INDUSTRY
16

ORTHO TX paves the way

bination that guarantees innovative products. And then there’s the most
important pillar of successful product development, our customers, who
inspire us with ideas from their own real-life experience to keep researching
and developing even better products.
Our since gratitude goes to you, our customers, for the privilege of working
with you.

BOX
18

Cool ideas/Did you know…/Comic

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
Products from the FISCHER PRECISE Group are in demand. And that‘s no wonder: the precision spindles
are among the best in the industry. Striving to attain international standards: that’s something MOTOREX
also stands for. And why we are precisely the right partner for for the FISCHER PRECISE Group. Find
out more about how our oils are helping companies from a wide range of industries establish leading
positions for themselves: www.motorex.com
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Sincerely,

Roger Vonlanthen
Director of Key Account Management
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS

LIKE!
MOTOREX ON FACEBOOK®

JACK-OF-ALL-TRADES
IN A NEW SIZE

Facebook® is more than just a fad, as the steadily rising number of

MOTORBIKE TESTING
IN TYROL

registered users clearly shows. Facebook® now has some 700 million
members around the world. Users who search for “MOTOREX lubricant
technology” can not only quickly find exciting news, adverts and photos
from the world of MOTOREX, but also an opportunity to expand their
social networks. Have you “liked” MOTOREX on Facebook® yet? If not,
come see us at www.facebook.com/motorexoil and click “like” by the
end of August. That’s when five of our new fans will win a MOTOREX
shoulder bag signed by world class Moto2 racer Tom Lüthi. I like it!

Here is some news guaranteed to
bring a smile to motorcyclists who
are vacationing in the Paznaun valley,
Ischgl, Galtür and Kappl-See. The
latest BMWs, Ducatis, KTMs and
Triumphs will all be available to test
at the recently opened test center in
the pretty Tyrolean Paznaun valley
between June and October. If you’re
vacationing in the area you can spend
a day riding your dream bike through
the Alpine landscape for a modest
test fee. And, if you’ve left your kit at
home, it can all be borrowed from
the center. The test bikes have a daily
check over and are all cleaned and
maintained with MOTOREX products.
“High Bike in Paznaun”, as the bright
idea has been named, is supported
by the bike manufacturers and
globally renowned premium
suppliers.
See www.highbike-paznaun.com.

FOCUS CF FOR HEAVY DIESEL
NOW AVAILABLE IN SAE 10W/40

AN
CLICK

D WIN

!

Like

MOTOREX FOCUS CF is a high-performance low-SAPS motor oil developed

For lubrication jobs in tight spaces,
MOTOREX is now offering its popular
INTACT MX 50 universal spray in a
compact 200 ml version. The new
package size is perfect for occasional
use in and around the house. INTACT
MX 50 was designed as a “liquid tool”
for industry, craftspeople, workshops
and garages. It lubricates all moving
parts and eliminates
squeaking. And MX 50
is also ideal for
protecting metal
surfaces and
conserving tools.
It leaves a very
effective protective
ﬁlm that displaces
water and successfully
prevents corrosion.

specially for diesel engines with exhaust gas treatment systems. Its combination of low-ash additives and specially produced sulfur-free base stock
makes FOCUS CF perfect for vehicles equipped with the latest exhaust gas
treatment systems such as DeNOx-catalytic converters, particulate ﬁlters

MOTOREX is also on Facebook® at

and SCR (selective catalytic reduction) systems. Until now the product

http://www.facebook.com/motorexusa

has been available only in a SAE 15W/40 version. The new SAE 10W/40

http://www.facebook.com/motorexspain

option is designed to be used in newer American and European engine

http://www.facebook.com/motorex.chile

types. FOCUS CF is ideal for engines in construction machinery, equipment
and vehicles and for vehicle ﬂeets. Ask your MOTOREX partner for more
information on engine oils.

RACING BIO LIQUID POWER FILTER OIL
This new air filter oil is the result of intensive devel-

LONG-LIFE MOTOR OIL FOR OPEL

opment work and many years of motor sport experience. MOTOREX has worked closely with Twin Air®,
the world’s leading air filter manufacturer, in recent
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MOTOREX PROFILE D-XL SAE 5W/30 is a

MOTOREX PROFILE D-XL SAE 5W/30 meets

years (see also the article on page 14), and meets its

long-life high-lubricity engine oil for high-

ACEA A3/B4, C3, API SM/CF and GM DEXOS-2

profile perfectly. True to the slogan “More Air – More

performance Opels. It was specially devel-

specifications (backward-compatible with

Power”, the new oil, specially developed for foam

oped for models with diesel particulate

GM-LL-A-025 and GM-LL-B-025). In addition

filter elements, displays good adhesive and flow

filters, but can also be used in petrol and

to the usual 200 and 60-liter package sizes,

properties, making it an absolute leader among

diesel engines with or without long-life

the motor oil is now also available in practical

products in its class. It keeps sand, dust and water

requirements. Quality synthetic base fluids

one-liter spout bottles. Please observe cur-

out of the filter and guarantees ideal air throughput

combined with state-of-the-art additives

rent manufacturers’ requirements and con-

at all times. What’s more, the oil film is biodegrad-

guarantee reliable lubrication at all times.

tact your MOTOREX partner if you have any

able. Leading racing teams and motorcycle manu-

Pioneering low-SAPS technology and out-

questions.

facturers rely on MOTOREX and the top-class prod-

standing high-lubricity characteristics also

ucts it manufactures for Twin Air®. MOTOREX RACING

reduce fuel consumption and cut pollutant

BIO LIQUID POWER is available now as part of the

emissions.

RACING LINE.
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TOPIC

Just one example of a sophisticated harvesting machine requiring perfect maintenance:
the state-of-the-art New Holland CX 8000 combine harvester at work.

READY FOR THE BIG HARVEST?
Year after year, harvesting machines have to be ready to work in the fields.
Combines, potato harvesters, sugar beet lifters, maize harvesters and balers
all need proper maintenance and lubrication to function reliably, economically
and efficiently.
Finding the right time to perform maintenance on harvest-

ponents such as choppers and cutters should also be

ing machines is no easy matter. Depending on the weather

protected from corrosion using a product such as

and the state of the crops, they can remain in service until

MOTOREX INTACT XD 20.

the last moment.

In general, most modern sun protection systems are

out freezing stuck. Another practical benefit is that

maintenance-free. In some applications with extreme

MOTOREX spray cans work perfectly even upside-down!

…BEFORE THE HARVEST

exposure to elements such as heat, ice and snow, how-

Before the harvest, it’s a good idea to go over the machine

ever, regular maintenance is still a good idea.

The time after every harvest is also the time before the

with operating manual in hand. Fluid levels should gener-

next. If maintenance work is carried out in the autumn

ally be checked after the machine has warmed up (in

PROPER CLEANING

the form of problem-free operation and long compo-

after the harvest, the equipment will be ready to go next

accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations). The

Nowadays soap and water are no longer the most efﬁ-

nent life. After cleaning awnings that have been

year. This is true for all harvesting machines. Specialists of

following points should always be checked for proper

cient way to clean equipment such as blinds. With PRE

exposed to the elements for several years, we recom-

the type employed by importers will be glad to go over the

lubrication:

CLEANER from MOTOREX you can spray the blades with

mend waterproofing with MOTOREX PROTEX. This

great precision, then wipe them clean effortlessly with

special product provides highly effective and long-last-

PROPER PROTECTION
Caring regularly for sun protection systems pays off in

work should be done. There’s a lot of high tech equipment

• the automatic chassis lubrication system (run in service

just a little water on a cloth. PRE CLEANER loosens dirt,

ing protection against moisture and the effects of the

in today’s modern harvesters, and it’s important to observe

mode if available): is lubricant coming out everywhere?

tough stains and even bugs effectively. The product is

weather. PROTEX is suitable for textiles as well as micro-

also ideal for cleaning weathering and mildew on

ﬁber fabrics such as GORE-TEX®.

proper lubrication intervals and use the right lubricant. In
general, machines should be lubricated in autumn after the

• all ﬂuid levels, including motor oil, transmission oil,
hydraulic oil, autolube, chain lube, etc.

other maintenance work is done, but before washing. Next

• all grease nipples must be intact and clean.

the lubrication points should be well greased once again.

• always lubricate any lubrication points that are not

awnings.
Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to provide more

PROPER LUBRICATION

MOTOREX GREASE 190 is a good choice for this job. Greas-

supplied by the automatic chassis lubrication system

Petroleum-based products are generally not recom-

ing keeps moisture out of bearings and prevents damage

manually after the recommended number of hours in

mended for lubrication since they can drip if too much

service.

is applied and cause stains on ﬁne stone ﬂoors, wooden

while the machines are in storage. Certain bare-metal com-

• grease the drive shafts.
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Blinds, roller shutters and awnings should receive proper care and attention at least once a
year. That’s why sun protection pros, whether manufacturers, installers or service providers,
rely on proven MOTOREX products.

AFTER THE HARVEST IS…

machines with a checklist on-site and recommend what

Even today, many bearings
in combine harvesters
require manual lubrication.
This threshing drum variator,
for example, should be
lubricated after every ten
hours in service.

FIVE RIGHT ANSWERS FOR SUN PROTECTION PROS

information. •

decks, etc. When lubricating awnings and universal
joints, the pros use MOTOREX spray with PTFE (also

EXPERIENCE WANTED

known under the brand name Teﬂon®). Once applied,

Do you have questions about lubricating your harvesting

a durable, effective and stable layer of solid lubricant

machinery? Just contact your MOTOREX partner or the

remains. MOTOREX SILICONE stick or spray is ideal for

highly experienced experts in our Technical Customer

lubricating roller shutter rails. Systems treated with

Service. •

MOTOREX SILICONE operate smoothly in winter with-

MOTOREX MAGAZINE
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Whether you’re lubricating roller shutter rails and
awning joints or cleaning sunshade textiles,
MOTOREX has the right product.
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A Chevy V8 engine gives this 1970 Iso Grifo Targa
plenty of muscle.

Driving a vintage car still conjures up a lot of happy feelings, reminding people of the “good old days”.
Make and model really don’t matter.

THE PASSION FOR CLASSIC CARS:

A love that
never rusts
Whether it’s a pre-war veteran, a vintage car or a modern classic,
driving one always evokes the spirit of motoring in days gone by.
The various enthusiast groupings could not be more heterogeneous.
Some love archaic technology that takes real muscle to operate and
offers a minimum of modern convenience, while others are drawn to
clever engineering and plenty of flashy chrome. But there’s one thing
all these old vehicles have in common – none of these four-wheeled
witnesses to times past will keep going without the right lubrication.
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In the 1980s things went wild, with high-powered turbo
engines placing new demands on lubricants.

An occasional twist on this Stauffer lubricator is all it
takes to apply grease to this water pump shaft.

THE CHARM OF CLASSIC CARS

MOTOREX has over 90 years of experience in the ﬁeld,

“We had one of those once!” – “This one is still my

and our CLASSIC LINE offers a broad range of proven

dream car today.” – “Our whole family went camping

products for automobiles from the pre-war era down

in Spain in one of these back in 1965.” – “That one was

to our own times.

always the fastest in Top Trumps!” Classic car drivers
hear this sort of thing all the time. Classic vehicles at

A RANGE OF FOUR-STROKE MOTOR OILS

a petrol station or rest stop on a mountain pass seem

Not every motor oil will do for veteran, vintage and

to radiate a magnetic attraction. Conversations start,

classic cars. Depending on the lubrication method,

and people are often surprised by their own afﬁ nity

the alloys used in engine components and the mate-

for vehicle and driver alike. Conversations tend to

rials the seals are made of, using the wrong modern

revolve more around design or engine features than
fuel efﬁciency, which is a relatively minor concern
since the average classic vehicle clocks up less than

"Like a well-oiled machine"

2,000 kilometers a year. What’s much more important
is the happy reminiscences of the “good old days” that
these vehicles evoke.

oil can often lead to damage. Today’s oils all contain
detergent and dispersant additives designed to keep

PROVERBIAL LUBRICATION

combustion products such as soot and coke that are

When a system works smoothly, we often say that it

insoluble in oil, along with oxidation products con-

“runs like a well-oiled machine”. Classic cars also need

taining resins and asphalt, in suspension without

It is only in the past twenty years or so that a real

manufacturers are producing replicas of hard-to-get

to be “well-oiled” – with period lubricants – to keep

clumping so they can be carried to the oil ﬁ lter and

awareness has developed of old automobiles as pieces

spare parts, large trade shows draw thousands of aﬁ-

them running smoothly. Modern lubricants just

ﬁ ltered out. But the engines in vehicles from some

of cultural heritage. As the community has grown,

cionados, and clubs are lobbying politicians on behalf

won’t do. Instead, we need to look back to the era

eras may not even have a replaceable oil ﬁ lter, just an

fan clubs have been set up for nearly every make,

of the world’s rustiest hobby.

when the vehicle was built.

oil pan to catch residues as they precipitate.
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REPORT CONTINUED

The formulas and technology in the lubricants used must be
appropriate for the materials used in the vehicle.

Drop by drop, this “oiler” still lubricates the cylinder and piston
of an 1886 Benz Patent-Motorwagen today.

Nearly every make has specialized repair shops that
are often tested and recommended by its fan clubs.

As a general principle, there are four different engine

An operator’s manual, if available, or a lubricant

side and out. For these establishments, finding the

SWISS OLDTIMERS maintains a successful working

lubrication systems:

label attached to the vehicle can help in choosing

right type of grease to fill a Stauffer lubricator – a

relationship with MOTOREX.
www.swissoldtimers.ch

the right motor oil. In any case, it’s a good idea to

grease cup in which lubricant is applied to bear-

Engine with no pressurized oil feed

consult the manufacturer (if still in business) or a

ings through screw pressure by twisting the lid –

The engine is lubricated during operation by an oil

MOTOREX specialist when in doubt or after an

is no problem.

mist created by continuously dipping a scoop into the

overhaul.

alloyed engine oil that forms an oil mist.

“A valuable, skilled partner”

TINKERING AS CHANGE OF PACE

oil sump. Lubricate with MOTOREX PREMIUM, an un-

A SHOP YOU CAN TRUST

Owners of veteran vehicles often enjoy tinkering

MOTOREX CLASSIC LINE

Most people who have their cars maintained by a

with them personally. There may be no finer con-

With its CLASSIC LINE, MOTOREX once again offers a

Engine with oil pump but no pressure-feed

garage choose a specialist who is known for a cer-

trast to the everyday grind at the office than doing

compelling solution for every lubrication need. The re-

lubrication system

tain make or has a good reputation in their club.

regular lubrication on your own classic car – pro-

cently published 16-page brochure “Lubricants for

The engine feeds oil under pressure to certain bear-

The mechanics’ knowledge and skill are key. It’s

vided, of course, that you know exactly what it

Veteran Vehicles” provides information on the right

ings and lubricates others only with an oil mist or

not uncommon to find family shops that have

needs. The true aficionado may spend years restor-

lubricants and ﬂuid change intervals for:

through immersion. There is no oil ﬁ lter. Lubricate

been associated with a make for generations and

ing one or more vehicles. Pros and hobbyists alike

• two- and four-stroke engines

with MOTOREX PREMIUM engine oil.

know the peculiarities of the various models in-

are glad to bring their lubrication questions to

• transmissions and rear axles

MOTOREX’s Technical Customer Service. As a

• lubrication points on steering gears,

Engine with pressure-feed lubrication system,

Swiss lubrication technology firm, MOTOREX has

central lubrication systems,

no ﬁ ne ﬁ lter

built an outstanding reputation among enthusi-

SU carburetor damper pistons, etc.

The engine is supplied with pressurized oil throughout. There is no ﬁ ne ﬁ lter. Contaminants are collected
by a coarse ﬁ lter, a magnet or a depression in the oil
pan. Lubricate with MOTOREX OLDTIMER engine oil.
Engine with pressure-feed lubrication system
and ﬁ ne ﬁ lter
The engine is supplied with pressurized oil throughout and has a replaceable ﬁ ne ﬁ lter. Additives detach
contaminants and carry them to the oil ﬁ lter. Depending on the model year, lubricate with MOTOREX
EXTRA, TOPAZ or COBRA.
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Fredy Amweg in a 150-hp 1500 Lagonda Rapier with
compressor from 1934 is still one of the fastest
competitors in historical racing.

THE IDEAL PRODUCTS
"The knowledgeable
advice we get from
Technical Customer
Service and the laboratory services the
company provides
have been especially
valuable."
Markus Mösching,
manager of the Classic Centre at Garage
Pichler GFG AG,
Feutersoey, Gstaad

asts for quality and advice over decades. A number
of different clubs work with the specialists from
Langenthal.

• grease points such as wheel bearings, drive shafts,
Stauffer lubricators, leaf springs, etc.
• products such as radiator and corrosion protection,
brake ﬂuids, etc.

SWISS OLDTIMERS

• fuels and additives

SWISS OLDTIMERS, the Swiss
Historic Vehicles Association, is the largest Swiss

The brochure “Oldtimer & Classic Cars” describing the

nationwide organization for historic motor vehicles,

CLASSIC LINE products is available on the MOTOREX

bringing together over 100 clubs and some 10,000

website at www.motorex.com (see contact + advice,

antique car ow ners. At the politica l level, SW ISS

to order brochures). As far as lubrication goes, there’s

OLDTIMERS lobbies to preserve members’ right to

nothing left to stand in the way of your next excur-

drive historic motor vehicles.

sion in your classic car! •
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INSIDE

Cyclists who want to clean their bikes for the trip home
after the race will enjoy the practical bike wash station with
assistance from MOTOREX, shown here at the Grand Raid.

Yet more top performances in Champéry – MOTOREX, a major partner since the ﬁrst World Cup race in 2007,
is back again this year for the MTB and Trial world championships.

A COMMITMENT

WITH RESULTS

The dedicated MOTOREX event team will be present at
various events during the whole year.

Reigning women’s pro downhill MTB champion
Tracy Moseley (UK) will be among the competitors
at Champéry this year.

MOTOREX has been a reliable lubricant technology partner in a wide
range of disciplines for many years. The MOTOREX team put this
commitment on display for spectators by providing advice and assistance before and after the finish line.
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With skillful riding and an impressive display of muscle

cation and care products are often tested at these events,

tion and care is provided by MOTOREX specialists. Other

day 4. The event is something to look forward to not only

power, the global MTB and Trial elite will make Cham-

and the experience gained here is frequently applied in

members of the MOTOREX event team focus on the spec-

for the 2010 world champions (J.A. Hermida, M. Flückiger,

péry in the Portes du Soleil region of Canton Valais the

new products. MOTOREX also plays carefully selected

tators. Whether it’s a tricky question on how to lubricate

R. Naef and T. Moseley, all MOTOREX users), who will of

place to be from August 29 to September 4. In operation

roles around the events’ periphery, helping it to keep a

a derailleur or which order to clean bike components in,

course be there, but also for the organizers. Jean-Chris-

since 2007 and with a history of many successful events,

ﬁnger on the pulse of what’s happening. This makes it

the men and women from MOTOREX always have the

tophe Guinchard (responsible for the course and also

the MTB racing site with its dreaded downhill section

easier to recognize new trends and identify key points

right answer. Samples and fan merchandise are also dis-

manager of the bike park team) and Stéphane Coutaz (or-

has been chosen as the venue for the Mountain Bike and

in favor of one technology or another. MOTOREX also

tributed, all thanks to the tireless efforts of enthusiastic

ganizing committee chairman) are expecting thousands

Trials World Championships. The International Cycling

maintains a high proﬁle through its advertising presence,

MOTOREX representatives.

of visitors. Several TV broadcasters will also be carrying

Union (www.uci.ch) could hardly have paid the organiz-

and of course through the involvement of the MOTOREX

ers in Champéry a ﬁner compliment!

event team.

As a lead partner in this year’s championship, MOTOREX

Our ﬁngers are crossed as we look forward to an exciting

IMPORTANT FEEDBACK

THE EVENT TEAM IN ACTION

will be involved in various activities in Champéry. The

Champéry 2011. •

MOTOREX’s presence at major events is extremely valu-

Riders’ bikes are always serviced by their team’s race

world’s cross-country elite will be competing on Saturday

www.champery2011.com

able for teams, riders and visitors alike. Innovative lubri-

mechanics, but on-location technical support for lubrica-

September 3, followed by crack downhill racers on Sun-

parts of the event live.

COMING UP IN CHAMPÉRY

MOTOREX MAGAZINE
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EXPORT

Gluing ﬁlters together is a precision task. It is done by specialised Twin Air®
employees.

many years ago to develop special cleaning and oiling
products. As the demands placed on ﬁ lter technology
and ﬁlter ﬂuids have grown, so the partnership between
Twin Air® and MOTOREX has evolved into a winning
combination over the years. Today MOTOREX’s RACING
BIO DIRT REMOVER powder and brand-new RACING BIO
LIQUID POWER ﬁlter oil not only deliver top performance,
they are also biodegradable.
Whenever top performance is required, Twin Air® ﬁlters
impregnated with MOTOREX air ﬁlter oil let sufﬁcient air
through while keeping all the dirt out.

KEEPING DUST AT BAY
Using specially built test beds, Twin Air® can measure
such important parameters as air ﬂow, ﬁ lter performance or water resistance. It uses a variety of mate-

Twin Air® does not just develop ﬁlters and test them on its own test beds,
it also critically assesses ﬁlter oils.

rials in its ﬁ lters. Even dirty ﬁ lters still have to be able

TWIN AIR® FILTERS:

to protect engines against tiny particles and deliver
the air f low rate demanded by manufacturers.

MORE AIR = MORE POWER

Twin Air® can draw on both sophisticated test routines

Conventional paper or foam air filters tend to get clogged up when used off-road.
That’s why, over 35 years ago, Twin Air® set out to develop special foam air filters.
Today the Dutch company is the leading OEM for prestigious motorcycle makers.
And it works closely with MOTOREX.

this magazine just to list all the off-road teams that use

Twin Air® uses foam that is manufactured specially for its
ﬁlters. The foam – often in several layers – is prepared for
onward processing using cutting templates.
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and its many years of experience in competitive motorsport when making these measurements. And
speaking of motorsport, it would take several issues of
Twin Air® products and the championship titles they
have notched up. That being so, we’ll just say that the
Suzuki, Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, KTM and Husqvarna
factory teams all use Twin Air® ﬁ lters on their engines.

Air ﬁlters that have been impregnated with MOTOREX RACING BIO LIQUID
POWER and then gently wrung out can be recognized by their green color.

The conventional ﬁlters of yesteryear used to wave the

IN-DEMAND OEM

white ﬂag after no more than 30 minutes of off-road

As an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) Twin Air®

ABOUT TWIN AIR B.V.

adventures in Dutch sand dunes. They quickly clogged

is an important component supplier to a large number

Twin Air® was founded in the Netherlands in 1972.

up and choked air-starved engines to a standstill. This

of well-known motorbike manufacturers such as KTM

Today it is both the leading OEM for off-road motorbike

prompted Twin Air® to develop a highly efﬁcient ﬁlter

Motorcycles, Husaberg, Husqvarna, Cagiva, MV Agus-

producers and the benchmark brand. The company

technology that ﬁlters out dirt and water perfectly at no

ta, BMW, Sherco and Gas Gas to name but a few. Filters

employs around 18 people in the Dutch town of Veghel,

detriment to engine performance. By using special multi-

are delivered to manufacturers in clean packaging al-

and it is represented in the United States by its afﬁ liate

layer foam ﬁlters, the innovative company achieved its

ready impregnated with MOTOREX air ﬁ lter oil. When

in Perkasie, PA. Its close working relationship with MO-

goal magniﬁcently.

impregnating ﬁ lters, it is important to ensure that only

TOREX has resulted in a large number of innovative

the prescribed quantity of oil is retained in the ﬁ lter.

ﬁ lter care products and has established both compa-

REUSABLE FILTERS

This is because ﬁ lters are designed to perfectly match

nies’ reputation as specialists in their ﬁeld among mo-

One major advantage of Twin Air® ﬁlters is the fact that

particular engine types, and as such have a crucial im-

torbike enthusiasts. •

they can be reused. Twin Air® got together with MOTOREX

pact on engine performance.

www.twinair.com
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INDUSTRY

Switching to MOTOREX ORTHO TX machining ﬂuid
has also helped improve the work environment on
the shop ﬂoor.

When the SMED method was introduced, MOTOREX was there not only to provide high-performance universal cutting
oil, but also valuable know-how. The Japanese method is designed to facilitate rapid tool changes and setup times.

MOTOREX ORTHO TX
PAVES THE WAY
Before it adopted SMED (single minute exchange of die),
Boillat Technologies used twelve different machining fluids.
Now it uses just one!

Boillat Technologies produces high-tech parts for all
leading industries on several generations of machine
tools.

Implementing the SMED method required a thorough analysis and
reorganization of every aspect of machining ﬂuid use.

new fluid proved a success right from the very first

hint of pride. “A combination of motivated workers,

production batches. Two viscosities of SWISSCUT

professional suppliers and new workflow methods

ORTHO TX (ISO VG 15 and 22) are used for maximum

has made the roll-out of SMED at our company a

performance whatever the workpiece.

great success.”

BENEFITS OF A MULTIPURPOSE
CUTTING FLUID

We will be glad to provide information on the latest

The need for a u n iversa l cut ti ng oi l was met i n

optimization options for your business. •

ORTHO TX. Of course, even in a universal fluid, any
compromise on performance was out of the ques-

Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED)

Boillat Technologies in Loveresse, a tranquil town

it is still in use years later. The result is the variety of

tion. The switch provided several benefits at once for

in the French-speaking portion of Canton Berne,

lubricants mentioned above, leading to long turn-

the user. Each and every machining step can now be

has always moved with the times. Since its founda-

around times and high downtime costs at produc-

performed with one and the same cutting oil. SWISS-

tion in 1962, the factory has been expanded several

tion changeover as each machine is pumped out,

CUT ORTHO TX meets the most demanding require-

times. Today it provides jobs for some 40 highly

cleaned and replenished. When the SMED method

ments associated with the most challenging ma-

motivated workers from the region. The company’s

was introduced, the time had come to find a more ef-

chining processes carried out on difficult to cut

ing the new material or resetting

current machinery pool caters for an extremely

ficient and universal solution.

materials. But switching to a single fluid also greatly

machine parameters – in short, time

simplified logistics and substantially increased pro-

when nothing is being produced.

…TO NEW SOLUTIONS

cess reliability. Moreover, the absence of undesirable

The objective of SMED is to reduce

In dialogue with Technical Customer Service and the

substances such as chlorine and heavy metals has

stock levels by achieving an efficient

FROM THE TRIED AND TRUSTED…

sales rep for the account, all production steps were

improved the quality of the work environment and

production flow with as few inter-

Experience shows that giving up old work habits for

identified, production capacities recorded and tool

cut disposal costs by half.

ruptions as possible and optimum

the sake of improvement is never easy. The same is

lives determined. When the data was evaluated and

generally true for the emulsions and cutting oils

customer needs appraised, it was found that SWISSCUT

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

that are used. In many cases, once a product has

ORTHO TX high-performance cutting/deep-drilling

“Continuous optimization is a must in any manufac-

been chosen as right for a given material or process,

and broaching oil could meet every requirement. The

turing operation”, explains Jacques Boillat with a

wide range of dimensions, with diameters from
0.5 to 51 mm.
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generation of MOTOREX machining fluids and on

This method is designed to reduce the changeover time for production machines or lines. This is the period from completion of the last
good piece in one production lot
to the first good piece in the next
and includes time spent prepar-

production lot sizes. The key process

MOTOREX MAGAZINE
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Jacques Boillat, CEO and owner in achieving this aim is production
line retooling when switching from
of Boillat Technologies in
Loveresse. www.boillat.ch
one product model to the next.
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BOX
COOL IDEAS
Building a locomotive for the Lavaux Express was a completely new
challenge for Claude-Alain Moret,
managing director of Moret Machines Agricoles in Savigny, Canton
Vaud and his team. Based on a Landini Rex 100 tractor, the charming
locomotive took shape in over 600
hours of work at Moret. During the

THROUGH THE VINEYARDS
ON THE LAVAUX EXPRESS
season, visitors ride two trains, each
36 in all, through Lavaux, a UNESCO

From April to October, this locomotive pulls up to 36 people from Lutry and
Cully on two routes through the picturesque vineyards of Lavaux.

World Cultural Heritage site. A third

their 93-horsepower engines, lubri-

request stop for photos even on the

locomotive stands by as a replace-

cated with MOTOREX products, keep

steepest parts of the track. When

ment if needed.

them moving on even the steepest

will you take a ride on the Lavaux

with two covered carriages seating

grades. With built-in four-wheel

Express? •

As the nimble trains carry visitors

drive and gears that are well matched

www.lavauxexpress.ch

through the picturesque vineyards,

to their task, the trains can make a

Summer Time

Photo: Binder Electronic Components AG

DID YOU KNOW THAT ORTHO NF-X IS USED FOR CONNECTORS?
Connectors have become an ex-

novative company uses high-per-

tremely important quality feature

formance MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X

in many fields. Binder Electronic

universal cutting oil. In addition

Components AG in Grenchen

to bars with diameters ranging

manu factures components in the

from two to 32 mm, rings can

area of high-end electronic con-

also be machined with one and

nectors – plugs – on over 60 dif-

the same cutting oil. This makes

ferent machines.

recovery of oil from the 350 metric tons of chips produced annu-

BEC plugs are made of a wide variety of materials
(l. to r.: aluminum, brass and stainless steel) and are
recognized as quality connectors worldwide.

OTTOREX

All metal-removing machining

ally, and with it the entire recy-

processes

cling operation, much simpler. A

are

carried

out

in

Grenchen. As a traditional preci-

perfect pairing!

sion machining company, the in-

www.bec-ch.ch

•

CHILDREN’S T-SHIRT CHILDREN’S
BASEBALL CAP

BIKER BACKPACK

TRIANGLE BODYBAG

100% cotton. Attractive print on
front and back. Sizes 92-140.

Extra narrow rucksack, ideal for
mountain bikers. Breathable mesh
back panel, anatomically formed
shoulder straps, hip belt and integrated rain protection. Front
with elastic holder for helmet
or clothes. Two mesh pockets at
side and various practical inside
and outside pockets. Audio pocket
with cable outlet. Rubber badge
with MOTOREX logo.

A perfect companion. Shoulder
bag with various pockets for wallets, pens, mobile phones and
MP3 players. Soft padding on back
panel makes it more comfortable
to carry. With length-adjustable
shoulder straps.

Article No.
92: 450584
116: 450586
140: 450588

104: 450585
128: 450587

100% cotton twill, with yellow
trim and attractive print. Adjustable size.
Article No. 450589

Article No. 450703

Article No. 450702
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For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability,
MOTOREX MAGAZINE I JULI 2011
price and delivery time of the above articles. Thank you.
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HE LEAVES NOTHING TO
CHANCE BECAUSE NOBODY
WINS BY CHANCE.

Tom Lüthi, world-class Moto2 rider.

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
When you’re riding up front and aiming to win, you can leave nothing to chance. Race-winning performance on
the track is only possible when everything is right. Tom Lüthi, world-class Moto2 rider and ﬁve-time GP winner, demands the highest quality down to the tiniest detail. “The guy at the head of the pack is the guy who
can – and does – ride really fast: the guy who can focus on that and only that.” Total lack of compromise – it’s
something MOTOREX also stands for. And why we are precisely the right partner for Tom Lüthi. Find out more
about how our oils are helping companies from a wide range of industries reap success: www.motorex.ch

